The Wake of the Red Death
A Ritual of Destruction
Book of Wamphyri and Shadows
"The Masque of the Red Death" is a very powerful tale by Edgar Allen Poe,
the late poet and writer who raised the level of literature during his time
which has changed the field of writing and those interested in the macabre for
all time. Poe used a great deal of symbolism in his works, a manifestation of
death incarnated into the archetypical Red Death, the tall and gaunt figure of
blood red, cloaked in the shrouds of the dead. The Red Death is implemented in
this destruction rite as the plague bearer, an extention of Azrael - the Angel
of Death as a messenger of Will.
This ritual is to be done during the night, past midnight, for then the
powers of the astral waves are yours to manipulte and man is vunerable at night,
more of a chance of success if they are not of strong mind and spirit. If they
are as an equal, then there are several secrets in the destruction not listed in
these pages. This is either a hermetic rite or could be ceremonial as well.
The Sorceror is to be clothed in a blood red cloak and/or robe. The Sorceror
should also be clothed in a white grave shroud which would be placed under the
robe or cloak. The face should be streaked in blood red paint or blood, same
with any bare skin shown. A personal item of the inteded opfer must be present,
be it either a cloth, photograph, paper, etc. A crystal should also be present
as well as bones, dagger, above the altar the Wamphyri - Varcolaci Pentagram and
the Sigil of Nachttoter - The Red Dragon.
This night you shall become vengence and anger - The law of Abraxas is
implemented - The spirit of Kali is invoked. Love causing destruction to
those who have crossed you.
The Red Death Awakes
Shrouded in the habliments of the grave, take in your hands the grave soil
in which you have blessed as your own, in the other the crystal within which you
store your acausal energy.
Face the sigil of the Red Dragon and the Wampyre - Varcolaci Pentagram and
visualize fire and blood entering your being, filling you with violent and
destructive energy - Demonic shapes from within your mind, shaping according to
your desire. The Red Death you become this night - Chant:
Tiamat - Mother of Vampyres and mother of immortality - I seek thy energy thy life - This Dark night I invoke the powers of destruction to spread
destruction to my enemy! I will remain unharmed from this calling and it is
my Will that the joy of causing death to my enemies is one of the ultimate
pleaures of existence! I am Vampyre - All humans shall bow before my might

and strength - For under the bloodied kiss of LAYLAH I have risen!
I invoke the Vampyre Earth Goddess KALI, Mother hear calling and enter my
sanctuary and my being - I am GOD! Blood drenched mother of nightmares, My
enemy is to be devoured this night through MY WILL! MY DESIRE! MY LAW! Just
as I cause Joy and Love to myself and others I can and also do DESTROY those
who break my law - Hail Death! I now become the RED DEATH, fill me with the
spirit - I am of Nachttoter - Blood of the Dragon fills my veins! The fire
of Satan envelopes me, enpowering my being through my desire. The svastika
of EA spins fast, causing life, love and destruction according to the strong
and clever.
I AM THE RED DEATH!!!
Take hold of the opfer's personal item, feel the astral energy of the opfer.
Raise the dagger and repeat:
Through the sigil of the Red Dragon and the Varcolaci Pentagram I condemn
thee to Death - - name - - My astral talons are reaching to your dormant
body and spirit, I am the Plague Bearer, Vampyre. I cast 1,000 diseases
towards they life breathe, infecting you with torment and black death...
This is my Will.. This is my Law! I drain from your body thy precious life
force and install the breath of the plague - the RED DEATH now upon thy
spirit to suffer and writhe in agonizing pain. - - name - -, your life force
is mine to feast upon. The Red Death is above thee...
Inhale deeply the life force from the object. Visualize plague and death
infecting the intended opfer and the slow death which affects them.. rejoice in
the death and blood.
Mother KALI, I give thee honor as I give myself joy! Victory is mine! Joy to
a burning planet which ABRAXAS RULES! SATAN I AM THEE AS 77 - This is my Law
- the Joy of the world and the beauty of Night and LAYLAH!! I stalk the
nightmares of my enemies - I AM THE RED DEATH!!!! I AM VAMPYRE!!!!
SO IT IS DONE!

